TRI-LOCK SELF-SUPPORTING MOUNT GUN RACK

Tri-Lock Self-Supporting Gun Rack Shown in the Chevy Tahoe
TRI-LOCK SELF-SUPPORTING MOUNT GUN RACK

The Tri-Lock Self-Supporting Gun Racks can secure up to two long guns and one handgun and be within easy reach of the officer. The Self-supporting Mount is perfect for detective, supervisor, and other police cruisers that do not utilize a partition.

**Tri-Lock Self-Supporting Gun Rack Features**

- Mounts vertically in between the driver and passenger seats
- Minimal interference with driver’s range of motion
- Adjustable brackets and lock heads to meet the specifications for each officer’s weapon
- Does not require the use of our “Gun Rack Order Form”
- All Tri-Lock gun racks come with our patented Hand Gun Lock Box
- Single or Dual Vertical Weapon Mounting
- Black powder coated steel finish
- No Holes Drilled for easy install
- Momentary switch and 8-second timer
- Choose from three different styles of gun lock override keys: straight, vending, or handcuff

Gun Locks are determined by a combination of mounting location, weapon type, and weapon accessories. In order to secure the best fitment, we build the gun rack around each specific weapon and accessories.

Choose from three styles of key override: Straight, Handcuff or Vending.

All gun racks come equipped with an 8 second timer and momentary switch that allows for quick, easy access to the weapon(s).